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INTRODUCTION

1. The twenty-first session of the Administrative Cer..rnittee en Co-c:cdination

was held at United Nations Headquarters on 11-12 October 1955. r:enbers present

were: V.tr. Dag H :unarskjold, Secretary-General of the United nations (Chairman);

Hr. ravid A. l~crE:c, Director-General of ILO; Dr. Philip V. Cardon, Director-General

of FAOj Dr. Luther H. EVmls, Director-General of UNESCOj Dr. p.n. Dorolle,

teputy Director-General of WHO (representing Dr. Marcolino G. Candau)j

~~. Eugene R. Black, President of IBRDj Mr. Ivar Rooth, Manag~ng Director of n~Fj

Mr. Carl Ljungberg, Secretary-General of ICAOj Dr. Harco A. Andrada, Secretary

General of ITUj and Mr. David A~ navies, Secretary-General ef ~110. Others present

included: I·ir. k.D.K. ('wen, Executive Chairman of TABj i·jr. I,';aurice Pate, Executive

Director of UNICEFj Mr. F. de Seyneo, Under-Secretary for Economic and Social

Affairs, United Nationsj I·lr. H.L. Keenleyside, Director-General, Technical

AGsistance Administration, United Nations j Mr. B. Lukae, Executive Secretary of

PC .n·tCOj and I'iT. Martin Hill, Deputy Under-Secretary for Econemic and Social

Affairs, United N~tions.

2. The twenty-second session of the Committee was to have opened in Geneva

on 3 11ay 1956. The Secretary-General of the United Nations was, hO\lever, prevented

frem attending, OWing to his mission to the ~liddle East under the Security Council's

resolution of 4 April 1956. The session was accord~ngly postponed, and in its

place informal meetings were held on 3-4 May among the follOWing members of the

ACC and senior officials of the organizations concerned: VJr. David A. Morse

(Acting Chairman), Director-General, ILOj Sir Herbert Broadley, Acting Director

General, FAOj Dr. Luther H. Evans, Director-General, Ur~SCOj Dr. Marcolino G. Candau,

Director-General, WHOj Mr. E. Lopez-Herrarte, Liaison Officer, IBRD (representing

Mr. Eugene R. Black)j Mr. Ivar Rooth, Managing Director, ll1Fj ~~. Carl Ljungberg,

Secretary-General, ICAOj Mr. Fulke Radice, Vice Director, UFU (representing

Dr. Fritz Hess)j Mr. Marco A. Andrada, Secretary-General, ITUj and

Mr. David A. Davies, Secretary-Gereral, WMO. Others present included:

Mr. A.D.K. Owen, ~xecutive Chairman, TABj Mr. J.M. Read, Deputy High Commissioner

for Refugeesj Mr. E. Wyndham White, Executive Secretary to the Contracting Parties

to GATTj and Mr. Martin Hill, Deputy Under-Secretary for Economic ar:.d

Social Affairs, United Nations.

3. FollOWing these meetings, the present report has been approved by all members

of the ACe.
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1. CCUNCIL PRCCEDURES FOR DEALING WITH REPORTS OF THE
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND CO-ORDINATION QUESTIONS

4. During the consideration of the "General Review" item at the Council'S

twentieth session, interest was expressed in receiving comments of the specialized

agencies regarding the revised ~rocedures of the Council for dealing with this

item. While the ACC would find it difficult to draw conclusions from the

experience of a single session, there are certain considerations which it might

be useful fer it to put forward at this stage.

5. In an ~arlier report ,1./ the ACC underlined the importance its members attached

to effective reporting to the CoUncil by the specialized agencies, and the Council

itself, at its seventeenth session,g/ requested that in their reports the agencies

should; until further notice, devote special attention to ~ertain matters, such as

major programm.6 developments and plans, with an indication of priorities and major

shifts in emphasis; participation in co-operative activities and developments in

relations with the United Nations and other specialized agencies; and actions

taken pursuant to recommendations of the General Assembly and the Council. It

would be helpful if the agencies' annual reports could, as in the past, be

examined in terms of some of the major questions on which the agencies have been

asked to concentrate, and if means could be sought to devote somewhat closer and

more detailed attention to these reports. In this connexion it may be noted that,

while the reports of IBRD and I~,F have continued to appear as separate items on

the Council's agenda, those of the other agencies no longer do so. They do not

appear separately as sub-items or even collectively as a single sub-item; nor

were they separately discussed at the Council's last summer session.

6. Whatever measures the Council may see fit to take, with the aim of directing

adequate attention to the programmes and activities of the specialized agencies,

the ACC hopes that the annual reports o~ the agencies will continue to be

considered by the Council in plenary meeting, particular questions of co-ordination

and related matters being dealt With, Where necessary, in the Council'S

Co-ordination Committee.

1./ E/25l 2, paras. 8-11 •

gf Resolution 528 (XVII). i

..----....".!!'!'.·~,..~,.~,~"'~.,,!"c'J·,,~'I1"·Il\V·.,';\~"'~1Il! •..,~"j)~,'M~J~~'!'~,~~.~~,)~.:..~~w~;;;;:;;~$"'!!!ll.!Ma•.i1I!l!Jil&ii@!RItl.I/I!!!....4,.u•• .L
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7. As regards reco~endationsmade by the Council to the specialized agencies,

it should be noted that, while some of them are of concern to all specialized

agencies or specialized agencies in genel'al, a number could more usefully be

made in terms of their applicability .to the problems of individual agencies, in

view of the differences in the functions, organization and methods of operation

of the various agencies.

11. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND 'IRE SPECIALIZED
AGENCIES IN THE FIELD OF ATCMIC ENERGY

8. At its October session, the ACC gave careful consideration to the question

how best to co-ordinate the activities of the United Nations and the specialized

agencies in promoting peaceful uses of atomic energy, and it agreed on the

following text, which the Secretary-General brought to the a.ttention of the

First Committee of the General Assembly on 17 October 1955:

IIMany of the specialized agencies are closely concerned with different
technical aspects of the question of the peaceful uses of a~omic energy and
participated actively in the Inte~national Conference held in Geneva last
August.

tiThe ACC cas noted the Secretary-General' s proposal to the General
Assembly that the Advisory Committee, which was set up in connexion with
the Internatione~ Conference, should be continued and be available as a
consultative body for assistance on those atomic matters in which
responsibilities may be entrusted to the United Nations Secretariat.
It has also noted the proposals placed before the General Assembly by
certain delegations which envisage the.calling of further scientific
conferences on the peaceful uses of atomic energy.

IISeveral agencies within the United Nations family, by direction of
their respective governing bodies, are continuing or expanding activities
designed to further the development of peaceful uses of atomic energy.
These and the other agencies represented on the ACC recognize the need for
full co-ordination of their present and future activities and for means by
which to realize suitable liaison with the Advisory Cummittee.

tlIn order to promote a common approach and the fullest co-ordination
in these matters a~ong the organizations concerned, the ACC has decided to
set up a sub-committee in which the executive head of each interested
agency will participate or be represented. The link between the sub
committee of the ACC and the Advisory Committee would be provided by the
Secretary-General ao chairman of both committees; and it is assumed that
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arrangements will be agreed upon glV1Ug the specialized agencies through
their reprcsen~atives on the sub-committee opportunity to present their
views to the Advisory Co~ittee. The sub-corrmittee will further help to
co-ordinate the activities of the various ffiernbers of the United Nations
family of organizations in respect of other questions which may arise in
thii3 field on which they have a contribution to make."

9. Fur~her reference to this decision was made by the Secretary-General in his

note of 2 November 1955~1 to the First Committee, in connexio~ with the proposal

for the creation of a Scientific Committee on Effects of Atomic Radiation.

Recalling that one of his duties as chairman of the ACe was to represent the

viewpoints of the United Nations. and the various specialized agencies, wherr joint

interests were involved, he stated that, as chairman of the newly established

ACC Sub-Committee on Atomic Energy, it was his task "to serve as a link with

organizations in t~e United Nations family on questions which may arise concerning

the projected atomic energy agency as well as those concerning related fields,

such as the one now under discussion ll
•

10c The Sub-Committee met on 12-13 December 1955. It was mainly concerned, at

that session, with organizational questions, although preliminary consultations

took place on work prograffiilles bearing on tt.e peaceful uses of atomic energy, the

~felationship' of the International Atomic Energy Agency to the United Nations and

the specialized agencies, and the position of the United Nations and the

specialized agencies concerned vis-a-vis the Scientific Committee on Effects

of Atomic Radiation. A second session, which was to have been held in Geneva

in connexion with the ACC session in May, is now scheduled for early in July,

for the purpose rrainly of examining and co-ordinating the present and planned or

contemplated activities of the different United Nations organizations in the

field of atomic energy.

11. The executive heads of the specialized agencies have been consulted by the.
Secretary-General concerning his study, in cOl:J.sultation with the Advisory

Committee on Atomic Energy, of the question of the relationship between the

proposed International Atomic Energy Agency and the United Nations.

12. Representatives of the specialized agencies concerned attended the first

session of the Scientific Committee on Effects of Atomic Radiation, which met

in New York from 14 to 23 March 1956.

?:./ A/INF /67 •
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Ill. PRCGRP.NME t1ATTERS

Technical assistance

13. The last report of the ACC, adopted at the session in April 1955 (E/2728)

contained the following paragraph:

"10. The ACC took note of the fact that the Expanded Programme of
Technical Assistance had been in operation for five years. It considered
that it might be useful, therefore, to review the experience gained thus
far and to consider plans for the future development of the programme. It
therefore requested TAB co make a study of this matter and report to the
ACC at its meet ing in the spring of 1956."

14. On 11 Suly 1955, the 'rechnical Assistance CClliIDittee adopted the follJwing

resolution (E/2779, paragraph 27):

liThe Technical Assistance COJEIlittee

Considering that the arrangements regarding the organization and
administration of the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance approv~d

by Council Resolution 542 B 11 (XVIII) offer a satisfactory basis for the
conduct of the programme,

Noting that the Administrative Ccrr~ittee on Co-ordination has requested
the Technical Assistance Board (E/2728, Darag~aph 10) to prepare a review of
experience gained under the Expanded Programme and to consider plans for the
future development of the programme,

1. Requests that TAB in preparing the review requested by ACC take
into consideration the pertinent comments made during the present session
of TAC regarding such matters as the concentration of resources, recruitment,
methods used in the implementation of the programme and other relevant issues,

2. Requests further that the review include concrete recommendations
for subsequent action, as appropriate, by TAC, the Economic and Social
Council or the General Assembly, and that it ce submitted to TAC, together
with the cOlliIDents of ACC thereon, in time for consideration at the meeting
of TAC next summer, ••• "

15. The review requested, under the title "A Forward Look", was completed by the

TAB on 3 May 1956 and transmitted to the ACe. The ACC now submits it to the

Economic and Social Council and the Technical Assistance corrruittee.!/ In doing

so, it wishes to put forward the following general observations:

E/2885
E!TAC/49.
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(i) The programme, even on the modest scale on which it has been operating

dur:'.ng the past six years, has made and is making a sul'stantial

contribution towards the fulfilment of the objectives of the United

Nations family and notably towards the achievement of "higher standards

of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social

progress and development" as well as Ilthe creation of conditions of

stability and well-being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly

relations among nat ions 11 •

(ii) It is clearly of carclinal importance to ensure greater stability in

the programme as well. as increased financial resources, which would

make it ~)ossible to fill part at least of the gap between urgent and

proven technical assistance needs of the under-developed countries

and the means now available for meeting them.

(iii) It is becoming increasingly evident that some extension in the range

of the assistance supplied must take place if full benefit is to be

derived from the ga:i.ns which the programme has already brought. Sid.e

by side with assistance of the present type, much more should be done

in the way of organizing pra~tical demonstrations, organizing national

and regional training centres p prOViding equipment, etc. How far such

an evolution and strengthening of the progrB.IDI!l8 vill be pos sible depends

primarily on the extent to whjch present financial resources can be

increased.

(iv) The programme must play its part in a Wider setting of international

actiVity and financial commitment in favour of economic and. social

development. Its future must be considered in relation to the decisions

to be taken on other aspects of this great problem, including the

provision of capital to the upder-developed areas.

(v) It is important to bear constantly in mind that the Expanded Programme

of Technical Assistance is a co~operative programme in which almost all

countries are both benefactors and beneficiaries and have, in both

capacities, responsibilities which must be fulfilled.

(Vi) The
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(vi) The f..CC wishes to emphasize once again that the Expanded Progran:me

of Technical Assistance is not merely a series of projects operated

by a number of separate agencies, but a ccmpos ite whole planned

jointly, in an increasingly effectual manner, within the participating

agencies and in the countries concerned under the guidance of TAB

and "fAC.

16. The members of the ACC participating in the progra:rr:.me endcrse the

conclusions of TAB's reView, co~end them to the special attention of the

Council and the TAC, and emphasize the readiness of their organizations to

undertake, on the basis of the experience which they have now acquired, any

larger tasks which it may beccme necessary to discharge as international action

develops. Well-tested and proven international mac;'.linery now exists for this

purpose.

Progr~~ co-ordination and co-operation

(i) Methods of programme co-ordination

17. In resolution 590 (XX), the Council stressed lithe importance of ea':'ly and

close consultation among the United Nations and the specialized agencies in the

advance planning of programmes of interest to more than one of these bodies ll and

requested a report lIwith particular reference to any methods used and any

consultations held relating to the advance planning of progrdmInes and projects;!.

18. The ACC and the Secretary-General have, on several occasions, reported to

the Council on the procedures followed and progress made in this respect. The

most comprehensive of such reports is the document entitled lI'rhe development

of co-ordination and co-operation among the United Nations and the specialized

agencies in economic and social programmes tl
, which was annexed to the Sixteenth

Report of the Committee to the Council in 1954.l1 That document shows that

advance inter-secretariat consultation in the planning of work has become

a matter of routine, covering a very wide range of subjects. In a majority of

cases, inter-secretariat consultation takes the form of exchanges of drafts and

correspondence or personal contacts at the working level. The increasing

ccntacts in the field among regular staff aris.ing in connexion with the technical

assistance programmes are also utilized wherever practic8.ble. OccaLionally,
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these individual clearances and consultations need tu ce supplemented by

bringing tcgether the r~sponsible officerD of co-operating organizations. While

the number ef such r.leetings is severely limited oWing to the stringent financial

limitaticn en travel, the present report refers to certain subjects - agrarian

reform, water resources, cemmunity development, fundamental educatisn, migration

and housing - en which collective programme consultation took place in the past

year.

19. .An ir.lportant element in the arrangements for inter -agency censultat ion at

the plnnning stage is the annual meeting of senior officers of the United Natio~s,

110, FAO .. lTh"'ESCO and HRO to review the entire internat iCllal social programme of

the crganizations concerned. These n:eetings, which are held in connexion with

the surr~er session of the Council, have been devoted, increasingly, to exchange of

information and consultations on the future work progran:n:es of the organizations.

en the econemic side, while arrangements for consultations and clearance on various

individual subjects are in general working satisfactorily, the need is beginning to

be felt, in cennexicn with the development of certain broad new progr~es, for

example in the field of industrialization, for a more ccmprehensive and systematic

exchange of information and consultations among agencies concerned.

20. Several representatives spoke in the C~uncil last sumrrer of the helpful

practice of UNESCO of submitting drafts of its biennial progran:n:e to other

organizations for advance cCffiffients. While the UNESCO practice cannot be ex~ctly

duplicated by other agencies because of differences in their functions and

procedures, its general purpose can be served, the ACC believes, by full and

conscientious use of the existing procedures referred to above for inter-agency

consultation on particular subjects and on social and economic programmes as

a vhole.

(ii) Scope and results of recent consultations

21. In respect of work on agrarian reform and co-operatives, the various agencies

concerned have continued to consult and collaborate in implementing the Council's

resolutions on these subjects. Similarly, the interested agencies have been

concerting their efforts under the Council's resolution on the development and

utilization of water resources; arrangements have been made, in particular, for

developing services in the field of hydrology and for the centralization and
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exchanBe of infcrnation cn w3.ter projects ,; tl;<;; res'Jlts cl' cc-:rJinatL:::-.: i~l t ,is

field being ent2died in the rercrt subnitted tc the Ccuncil }:./ ,trr3.nGc:::c:nt~
have likewise been node tc ensure lull inter-aGency consultati:n in re~ori :c

questions of industrializaticn and prcductivity. In this, as in ether fielis cf

ccmmon interest, it is obviously important t~ ensure a co-ordinated ar:pr:~ch by

all reembers of the United Nations family.

22. Through the ACC machinery, arrangenents were made fer the s:r;ecializei

agencies' co-operation with the United Nations Secretariat in preparing the

report called for by Council resolution 585 H (xx) en the implenentaticn cf the

priorities laid down by the Council in the prcgrsr~e of cc~certed r:ractical action

in the social field. Also through ACC machinery, ccnsul~ations teok place :n

migration programmes and inter-agency co-operation was arranged in regard tc the

African survey on ccrrmunity develo:r;rr.ent, the cCITmunity develcpr.ent study tour in

the Eastern r·:editerranean and the preparation of the next Vlorli Sccial Rq:;crt -ay

the United Nations Secretariat in collaboration with the specialized agencies.

Full consultations were moreover held with respect to the other aspects of the

~rograffillies of the United Nations and the specialized agencies relating to

commu~ity development. With a view to strengthening inter-agency co-operation

in this field, attempts will be made this summer to clarify and redefine if

necessary, on the basis of recent experience, the conc0~t of ccriffiunity develcp~ent

and related concepts such as fund~~ental education ond agrictutural extenSion, as

well as the relation between voluntary and futlic responsibility and the question

of the relevance of the concept of ccmmuLity development to urban problems.

23. As regards fundamental education, the i\CC decided at its tw-enty-first

session that a review and appraisal of the basic objectives and programrees of

the two regional centres for fundamental education at Pazcuaro, Mexico, and

Sirs-EI-Layyan, Egypt, should be undertaken by senior officials of the major

participating organizations. On the basis of this review, which has now been

completed, the ACC considers that the Centres should be maintained. It reccmmends

at the same time certain major adjustments in the programmes of the Centres and

in the selection and utilization of students and expresses the hope that the

Centres will beccme a focus of inter-agency ac~ivity of increasing value in the

1/ E/2827.

z
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growing pattern of rural developreent in the tw~ regions. It further prcpcses that

it sh0uld review the results of the adjustments in the progra~meB after a period

of two years.

24. The Director-General of uTIESCO, stating his agreement with the major adjustments

proposed, has undertaken to present them for acceptance to the participating Member

states, the Organization of American states, the Executive Board and General

Conference of UNESCO.

25. The ACC notes that, as the result of these adjustments, the functions of the

Centres would be:

(a) to provide regular courses in fundamental education of eighteen to

twent~r-one months for persons mostly selected by Ministries of Education;

(b) t~ )rovide short specialized courses in different aspects of education

for social and economic development for persons drawn from various Departments

of Governments concerned; (these courses should be jointly planned, where

appropriate, With the agencies concerned);

(c) experimental study of educational methods and communication techniques

in relation to developreent programmes;

(d) the production of tested prototype educational materials (books, films,

filmstrips, posters, etc.) for use in rural development.

26. In order to discharge these functions effectively the Centres must command

the services of technical staff in such fields as social welfare, community

organization, rural extension, health, home economics and rural industries, in

addition to staff in more specifically educational fields.

27. The ACC wishes to e!'1phasize the need for irq:roved co-ordination at all levels

in the management of the Centres. It therefore recommends closer contacts between

the Centres and various ministries of participating Governments and the use of

local inter-agency committees, fulle~ r~course to the services of resident

representatives of TLd and vigorous concerted action by the headquarters, regional

and other offices of the various organizations concerned.

28. The ACC believes that the clarification to be undertaken this summer of the

concept of community development and related concepts, including fundamental

education (see para. 22 above), should greatly assist the more systematic

organization and use of the regional fundamental education centres, that the further
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examination of the purposes and activities of these centres should be an integral

part of this broader revie~, and that technical details and plans for implementation

should be ~orked out in the light of this stujy.

29. With a view to the further development of concerted practical action in the

social field, it has been thought useful, as an experimental step, to take each

year a limited number of major problems and ~ork out common programmes and

projects for dealing ~ith them. For the current year th3 topics selected for

such concerted plans are urbanization (with the United Nations Secretariat taking

the lead) and social policies for indigenous peoples (with the ILO taking the lead) •

.30. The Committe~ noted that consultations are taking place in regard to the

Secretary-General's supplementary report on co-orjination of UNICEF programmes

~ith the regular and technical assistance programmes of the United Nations and

the specialized agencies. It is glad to learn that co-operation is becoming

increasingly effective, and that joint efforts are being made in a number of

important fields to help governments achieve solutions to specific problems;

also that detailed financial arrangements bet~een UNICEF, FAO and WHO have now

been worked out and are proving to be mutually satisfactory.

(iii) Regional co-ordination

.31. Certain basic principles of regional co-ordination ~ere dra~n up by the

ACC in 1951!/ and these principles have, on the ~hole, been successfully applied.

In the past five years there has been a very considerable development of

international activities at the regional level; this has called for an

intensification of efforts to ensure good co-ordination, both ~ithin the regions

and at Headquarters. Joint ~orking arrangements on projects of common concern

have been extended, and solutions found to specific problems of co-ordination among

specialized agencies, bet~een specialized agenc~es and particular regional

commissions and between organizations within the United Nations family and

organizations outside •

.32. It must be recognized that even ~ithin the United Nations family, the varying

structures of the diff8rent agencies and differences in the location of

·responsibil~ty for decisions constitu~e a major difficulty in the ~ay of securing

fUlly satisfactory co-ordination of regional operations. Nevertheless, it is

!I E/1991, para • .35.
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safe to ~18im that regional co-ordination ~ns improved year by year. There has

generally teen ~ere contact at the regional level and more co-operation in the

planning of regional activities, a~ong not only organizations with well-developed

regional 3rr3nge~ents but also those which have expanded their regional activities

only in recent years. An example of arrangements for increased co-ordination at

the regional level is the recent establis~~Ent of the FAO Regional Office for

Latin A~erica in Santiago and the proposed setting up of an office of the TAB

Resident Representative in the same city, thereby providing closer contacts

between ECLA Jnd the organizations concerned. The recently established practice

by which the executive secretaries of the regional economic co~missions are present

during the Council's s~~~er sessions provides further useful opportunity for

reg~lar informal contacts between them and the executive heads and other senior

officers of specialized agencies.

33. The ACC does not consider it necessary to elaborate upon the principles

already formulated or to suggest new types of machinery. The essential safeguard

is that arrangements for consultation and co-operation are kept under constant

revievl 3mong the agencies concerned. Arrange~ents can in this way be extended,

as appropriate, to cover new areas of work er terminated where they are no longer

needed. They can moreover be adapted to the structural changes that are constantly

occurring, recent examples of which are the experimental reorganization of the

~nited Nations Technical Assistance Administration in respect of Latin America

and the partial decentralization of the activities of the United Nations

Secretariat in the social field.
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IV. ..:J:;MINISTRATIVE, FINANCIAL AND OTHER :lI1ATTERS

International Civil Service Advisory Board

34. In accordance with an earlier decision taken by the ACC, the International

Civil Service Advisory Board was re~uested to revieiv, in 1956, the question of

the age of retirement in broad terms as a major element of personnel policy,

taking into account not only the: age ~uestion as such but a1:0 the ~uestion of

normal duration of a career in the international civil service.

35. The Board met in April, and its report is to be consittered by the ACC at its

next session.

Education grant

36. 'The United Nations, ILO, FAO, HHO, UNESCO, ICAO and ~,'HO have all implemented

the 1955 recommendations of ICS~/WhiCh ACC endorsed, on liberalization of

eligibility provisions for the education grant, including education travel. 'Three

agencies (110, ICAO and W~O) have followed the United Nations in increasing the

amount of the grant. In the interests of comparable administration of the neiv

eligibility terms, all these organizations have agreed to exchange information

on the administration of the grant.

Comprehensive salary review

37. 'The tenth session of the United Nations General Assembly, by resolution 975(x1

established a committee, composed of experts nominated by governments, to review

the United Nations salary, allowance and benefits system and invited the

specialized agencies to co-operate in this review. The machinery of ACC has been

used for inter-agency consultation en this development, and a special statement

on salary review matters has been prepared by ACC and submitted to the Corrmittee.

1/ A/2996, Annex - Report of the International Civ~l Service Advisary Board
on Educational Facilities for the Children of International Civil Servants.
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Other administrative and financial matters

38. The Ccmmittee gave attention to a considerable variety of other administrative

and personnel matters. Special mention may be made of the work done toward

amending a provision of the Pension Fund Regulations concerning validation of

prior ~on-pensionable service. The Committee understands that a study of staff

regulationsis being undertaken in preparation for a review of Staff Regulations

by the General ~ssembly next year.

Common services and co-ordination of services

39. The ACC has previously reportedl! that its studies on the possibilities of

developing satisfactory arrangements for common services and co-ordination of

services among offices of the United Nations and the specialized agencies (in

pursuance of General Assembly resolutions 411 (VI) and 672 (VII)) have made it

clear that the existence of common premises is frequently an important factor in

achieving this end and that the assistance of governments in obtaining such

acccmmodation is of primary importance. In this connexion the ACC has noted with

appreciation the increasing practical assistance whicl:. is being provided by

certain governments in centres where there are several offices of the United

Nations and the specialized agencies.

Pattern of conferences

40. The ACC understands that the present progrmnme of conferences at Headquarters

and Geneva, as established by the General AssemblY,~ comes to an end next year.

The executive heads of the specialized agencies wish to express general

satisfaction with the present pattern and to reaffirm the importance which they

attach to it as ~n essenti~l element in sound planning and the co-ordination of

services. Furthermore, in their view, the holding of the summer session of the

Council in Geneva has proved valuable in promoting effective programme

co-ordination among the United Nations and the specialized agencies located in

Europe and in enabling representation and contacts to be appropriately maintained.
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Public information

41. At the Council's twentieth session, it was suggested that greater ~ublicity

might be given to the work of the United Nations and the specialized agencies in

the econcmic and social fields. A brief note on the subject, suggesting the

intensification of action by governments for this purpose within the framework

of their information and education programmes, is appended to this report.

(See Annex I).

42. The ACC welcomed the invitation which had been extended by the Belgian

Government and the arrangements which had been made with the Government's

assistance to enable the United Nations and the specialized agencies to take part,

without cost, in a joint exhib!.t at the Brussels Universal and International

Exhibition of 1958. In agreement with the ACC, the Secr~tary-General appointed

a Commissioner to act on behalf of all the organizations concerned and

arrangements for regular consultation among the agencies have been made to 8nsure

co-ordinated participation.

Review of publications and studies

1~3. In resolution 590 A.I (XX), the Council asked the United Nations and the

specialized agencies to "review from time to time their publications and studies

and the use made of them ... ". ilhile the terms of the resolution call for action

by the United Nations and the specialized agencies individually, an exchange of

information took place j.n the ACC on the different procedures followed regarding

the publications programmes of the various organizations. In the case of the

United Nations, arrangements have been made to circulate each spring to the

specialized agencies, for their information and any comment, the draft programme

of publications for the folloWing year. Certain of the specialized agencies also

.consider it practicable to circulate their publications programmes in advance,

while others are seeking to achieve the same end by other appropriate methods.

Inter-agency agreements and agreements between agencies and
other inter-governmental organizations

44. The ACC has been informed that the draft agreement between FAO and the

Counc il of Europe, the text of which it had .noted previoUsly)J has new come

~ E/2728, para. 40 and E/2734.
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into force. It has noted the text of a draft agreement~ between UNESCO and the

Euro~ean Council for Nuclear Research and has no observations to make on the

pro~osed text. The Committee has also taken note of an exchange of letters

~roviding for working arrangements between the '~O Regional Office for the Eastern

Mediterranean and the Arab league} alon3 lines similar to the arrangements between

the '~O Regional Office for Euro~e and the Council of Euro~eg;. It has likewise

noted the arrangements between FAO and ECLA for a joint ~rogramme of work on

s~ecific ~rojects and the initiation of informal contacts between ECE and the

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance} in addition to the working contacts

already established between ECE and the staff of such organizations as the

Council of Euro~e} the Organization for Euro~ean EConomic Co-o~eration and the

High Authority of the Euro~ean Coal and Steel Community.

~ E/2841.

g; E/2728, ~ara. 40.
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ANNEX

GREATER PUBLICITY FOR T"rlE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
\-lORK OF TEE UNITED NATIONS FAMILY

Current production

1. Information about the economic and social activities of the United Nations

and the specialized agencies is issued by the information units of each

organizatien, which maintain close liaison with each other, co-ordination being

supervised through the machinery of the ACC. The size and scope of these

information units vary according to the activities and the finances of each

agency. In general the information issued by each agency concerns the activities

of that agency, including such collective undertakings as the Expanded Programme

of Technical Assistance. The United Nations Department of Public Information

naturally attempts to give a wider picture of the activities of the whole

United ~ations family, while UNESCO endeavours to publicize some of the technical

work of its sister agencies. Such information, except in the case of the

United Nations Department of Public Information, is therefore almost entirely

devoted to economic and social activities. In the case of the United Nations,

in 1955 some two-thirds of the press and publications output, scn:e 70 per cent of the

daily radio Gutput in abc~t twenty-Eeven languaGes; acn arout thr2e-~Larters ef

the fil~ and photograph prcducticn was devoted to econcmic and social n:atters.

UNESCO and the United Nations, while giving dUe emphasis to these, devote a

considerable part of their output to covering also the other activities of the

United Nations.

2. This information is issued through all media: press, publications, radio,

television, films, photographs and other visual means, and is distributed across

the world to the general public mostly through specialized groups such as the

information media, non-governmental channels and directly through the organizations

at Headquarters and in the fielc, where the need arises. United Nations

Information Centres handle material of the specialized agencies and the agencies

reciprocate.

3. The limits on output and dissemination are determined by the budget.

Officers outside the information services contribute information material,
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speeches, lectures, articles, broadcasts, etc., as and when they can, but the

main information ourput comes from the information units and the total production

is limited by the manpower available, while the number of copies or language

versions of each item is limited by the costs of production.

The work to be done

4. The quantity of material produced by the United Nations and the specialized

agencies on economic and social matters has already reached the maximum within

the existing budgetary limitations, but requests and outlets for material,

publications, radio and television programmes, finished films and film sequences

etc., are growing, and the expansion of membership has created still further

demands and opportunities. Without budgetary increases, quantity can only be

increased by securing greater co-operation from governments, non-governmental

organizations and information enterprises.

5. The necessity for providing full information to the public in nations

recently admitted, the possibilities offered by the information enterprises in

these countries and by programmes such as the news personnel programme of the

Advisory Services in the Field of H~an Rights and projects such as the Brussels

Universal and International Exhibition have led the United Nations and the

specialized agencies to work on new ideas in the various fields of public

information, while maintaining the present quantities of their cutput. Without

restricting information of a world wide scope, it is indispensable to stimulate

public interest by focussing attention on activities relating to the problems

or interests of individual regions, especially when dealing with projects which

require public support.

6. The United Nations and the specialized agencies are collecting more

information on activities in the. field and adapting its presentation to meet the

specific requirements of the different regions of the world. Individual and joint

missions to collect information in the field will be increased. Further the

dispersal of manpower from Headquarters to the field is being developed with a new

e~phasis, particularly for radio and visual use, and producing it in & form

suitable to obtain the maximum impact in the regions to which it is addressed.
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7. In the field of radio the emphasis has been sidfted frcm the producti2n

news programmes to that of feature progr3Ir.Illes prepared in co-operation ,,Jitb. tile

various agencies in all the United Nations language servjces. 'lhese feature

programmes lend themselves to more attractive and therefore rrore effective

presentation of economic and social matters than do news prcgraffirres.

Action by governments

8. It is in the actions which governments themselves can take or encourage

that the greatest possibilities lie for creating fuller public understanding of

the economic and social work of the United Nations and the specialized agencies.

Governments have, of course, already been helpful in this respect, though the

interest evinced naturally depends on a nlrrnber of faetors and therefore varies.

9. In becoming a member of the United Nations or of a specialized agency, each

go~ernment undertakes to realize the objectives of the Organization by all

necessary and possible action. The interest of the Economic and Social C~uncil in

this subject is a sign that governments fu11y appreciate that broad public

understanding of the work of the United Nations and the agencies is essential to

the achievements of the objectives which they have before them. Action by

governments to help their citizens to get the necessary informatioD should

therefore follow through whatever machinery governments rray possess for the

purpose.

10. With their limited resources, the international agencies could not surmount

all the difficulties presented by the mUltiplicity of languages and c1lltures. In

this they must rely on national media for intimate, widespread and most direc+'

approach. The task of informing citizens of the purroses and the activities of

their own government, working singly or in a joint international undertaking,is one

which by its nature must fall in the first instance upon the government itself

an~ on the information media of the country concerned. The role of the agencies

through their information services, is essentially to stimulate and facilitate such

a task and to provid~ material suggesting and supplementing appropriate national

action.

11. Perhaps the greatest contribution that governments can make towards creating

an informed understanding of the economic and social activities of the United

Nations and specialized agencies ,;ould be regularly to include in their information
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and education programmes, material on the international organizations of which

they are ~€~tcrs and to reproduce, and, where necessarY,translate and adapt

for distribution through their own channels, suitable i;formatiun material

produced bf international organizations. Governments can also greatly assist by

providing to all information media general information and first-hand knowledge

of the economic and social effects of the work of the United Nations and

specialized agencies on the life of their people.




